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ABSTRACT 
Let H(U) be the space of all analytic functions in the unit disk U. For the integral operator 
Aa,~ :/C --* H(U), with/C c H(U), defined by 
r z "11/8 
where ~, 3  `E C, we will determine sufficient conditions on g, ~ and 3' such that the next implication 
holds: 
In addition, we will prove that z is the largest function so that the right-hand side of 
the above implication holds, for all f functions atisfying the left-hand side differential super- 
ordination. 
The concept of differential superordination was introduced by S.S. Miller and RT. Mocanu in [7] 
like a dual problem of differential subordination [61. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let denote by H(U) the space of all analytical functions in the unit disk 
u = {z ~ c : Izl < 1}. I f f ,  F E H(U) and F is univalent in U we say that the 
funct ionf  is subordinate to F, or F is superordinate of ,  writtenf(z) -~ F(z), if 
f (0)  = F(0) andf (U)  C_ F(U). 
Let ~ : C 3 x U ---, C, let h E H(U) and q E H[a, n], where 
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H[a,n] = {q E H(U):  q(z) = a + an2 +. . .} .  
In [7] the authors determined conditions on ~ such that 
h(z) ~ ~(p(z),zp'(z),zZp"(z);z) implies q(z) -< p(z), 
for all p functions that satisfy the above superordination. Moreover, they found 
sufficient conditions o that the q function is the largest function with this 
property, called the best subordinant of this superordination. 
Let the integral operator A~,, :/C ~ H(U), E C H(U), be defined by 
(1.1) A~,~(f)(z) = f3(t ) t~- ldt  , /3,3' E C. 
In [1] the author determined conditions on the g function and on parameters/3 
and 3' so that 
z [ f~]  ~-<z ~g~l ;~ implies z [A~,~ (f)(z)] ~-<z [A~,~g)(z) 1 ~, 
and this result hat was further improved in [2]. 
In the present paper we will study the reverse problem, in the sense to de- 
termine sufficient conditions on g,/7 and 3' such that the next superordination 
holds: 
z ~g--~] Q<z [-f~---~)] n implies z [A~,v~g)(z)] ~-<z IA~'7~ ) (z)] ~, 
and we will prove that, under our assumptions, this result is sharp. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
To prove our main results, we will need the following definitions and lemmas 
presented in this section. 
Let c E C with Re c > 0 and let 
N -- N(c) = Iclx/1 +2 Rec+ Imc 
Rec 
Ifk is the univalent function k(z) = 2Uz 1 _--STr~, then we define the open door function 
Rc by 
(2.1) Rc(z )=k(Z+b)  , zEU,  
\1 + bzg 
where b = k-1 (e). 
Note that Rc is univalent in U, R~(0) = e and 
Rc(U) =k(U) =C\{wEC:  Rew=0,11mwl _>U t. 
Let A be the set of those f functions that are analytic in the unit disk U and 
normalized by the conditions f(0) =f ' (0)  - 1 = 0 .  
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Lemma 2.1. [2, Lemma 3.1] Let fl, 7 E C, with 13 ~ O, Re (fl + 7) > 0, and let 
h E A, with h(z)h'(z)/z ~ O, z E U. I f f  E A and 
zf'(z) zh'(z) zh" (z) 
~ f- -~-  + (~ - 1) h -~-+ 1 +h-7( ~- ~ R~+~(z) 
then 
where 
[fF'(z) zh'(z)] 
FEA,  F(Z)¢O'z zGU and Re[  F(z) +'7~J  >0,  zEU,  
_~ z _ i 
F(z) = Ih;AT(z) = fa(t)h ~ l(t)h'(t) d t 
and R~+ ~ is given by (2.1). (All powers in Ih;Ar are the principal ones.) 
Note that a more general form of this lemma may be found in [5]. 
If we denote by 
• TA, ~= fEA: / J - - f f~+f -<Ra+,~(z )  , 
and using the fact that A~,~ = lz;o,,, the next particular ease of the above 
lemma, obtained for h(z) = z, will be used in our proofs. 
Lemma 2.2. Let ~, "7 E C with 1~ ~ 0, Re (/3 + "7) > 0. Then f E ~,.~ implies 
FEA,  F(z) ~O, zEU 
Z 
and 
r zF'(z) ] 
where F(z) = A~,~(f)(z). 
A function L(z; t) : U x [0, +oc) --* C is called a subordination (or a Loewner) 
chain if L(.; t) is analytic and univalent in U for all t _> 0, L(z; .) is continuously 
differentiable on [0, +e~) for all z E U and L(z; s) ~ L(z; t) when 0 < s < t. 
The next well-known lemma gives us necessary and sufficient conditions o 
that the L(z; t) function will be a subordination chain. 
Lemma 2.3. [9, p. 159] The function L(z; t) = al (t)z + a2(t)z 2+ .... with al (t) ¢ 0 
for all t >_ 0 and lim lal (t) i = +oo,  is a subordination chain if and only if 
t ~ -:b Oo 
F aL/o~I re j >o, z u, ,>0  
We denote by K(a), a < 1, the class of convex functions of order a in the unit 
disk U, i.e. 
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K(~) = yEA:  Re 1-,- f-~-7~ j >c~, zEU . 
In particular, the class K ~ K(0) represents the class of convex (and univalent) 
functions in the unit disk. 
The class of starlike function of order o~ in U, ~ < 1, denoted by S*(o~), is de- 
fined by 
S*(c0= feA :  Re f~->c~,zEU . 
In particular, the class S* - S* (0) represents the class of starlike (and uni- 
valent) functions in the unit disk. 
Asin[8] , i f /3>Oand/3+') ,>O, foragivenoLE I -~ , l )  wedefinetheorder 
ofstarlikeness of the class A~,~ by the largest number 6 = 6(c~;/3, "/) such that 
A~,(S*(~)) C S*(6). 
Lemma 2.4. [8] Let/3 > O,/3 + "y > O. I ra E [C~o, 1), where 
s0 = max 2/3 ' ' 
then the order of starlikeness of the class A~,7( S* ( ~) ) is given by 
1[~ /3+'~ -'Yt" 6(a;/3,'7) = ~ F1(1,23(1 - c~),/3 + ",/+ 1; 1/2) 
Here 2F1 represents the (Gaussian) hypergeometric function, i.e. 
+~ (a)k(b)k zk 2Fl(a,b,c;z) = 
k=0 (c)k k]' 
where (d)k = d(d + 1) . . . . .  (d+k-  1) and (d)o = 1. 
The next result deals with the solutions of the Briot - Bouquet differential 
equation (2.2). 
Lemma 2.5. [4] Let /3, "y E C with /3 ~ 0 and let h E H(U), with h(0) = c. I f  
Re [/3h(z) + "I'] > 0, z E U, then the solution of the differential equation 
zq'(z) _ h(z), 
(2.2) q(z) -~ /3q(z) + 7 
with q(O) = c, is analytic m U and satisfies Re [/3q(z) + 7] > 0, z E U. 
More general forms of the above lemmas may be found in [8] and [4, Theorem 1] 
respectively. 
For the next lemma that we will use to prove our result we need the following 
definition. 
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Definition 2.1. [7] We denote by Q the set of functions f that are analytic and in- 
jective on U \ EOc ), where 
andsuch thatf'(() ~ O for ( E OU \ EOC ). 
Lemma 2.6. [7, Theorem 7] Let qEH[a, 1], /et qo:C 2~C and set 
~(q(z),zq'(z) ) -h(z).  l f  L(z, t) = qo(q(z), tzq'(z) is a subordination chain and 
p E H[a, 1] f3 Q, then 
h(z) -.< qo(p(z), zp'(z)) implies q(z) ~ p(z). 
Furthermore, if qo(q(z), zq'(z) = h(z) has a univalent solution q E Q, then q is the 
best subordinant. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We need to determine the subset E c H(U) such that the integral operator A~,7 
will be well-defined. By Lemma 2.2, if we choose the set/C -- 9r~,.r then the in- 
tegral operator defined by (1.1) will be well-defined on/C. 
Theorem 3.1. Let/3,7 E C with/3 ~ O, 1 </3+7 < 2. Let f , g E Yr a. r, and for 
/3 ~ 1 suppose in addition that f (z) /z  ~ O, g(z)/z ~ O for z E U. Suppose that 
z~,,(z) 1 l -  (/3 + 7) 
(3.1) Re 1+ qo'(z) J > 2 , zEU,  
where 
~(z) = z ~g-~] ~. 
[f-(z)]~andz[Aa'7(f)(z)]az Let f  E Q M Z~, 7 such that z [---z--J t I ., J are univalent functions in 
U. Then 
z[g-~];~--< z[f-~] ~ implies z[A~,~(-gz)(Z)-]a-< zI-Aa"r~)(z)]a, 
andthefunction z [-A~"r~)(z)-] ~ is the best subordinant. 
Proof. If we denote by G = Aa,7(g), F = A~,~(f), ~o(z)= z[g(z)/z] ~, ~b(z)= 
z[f(z)/z] ~, ~(z) = z[G(z)/z] ~ and ~V(z) = z[F(z)/z] ~, then we need to prove that 
~(z) -< ~b(z) implies ~(z) --< ~(z). 
Because g,f  E 0va,v, then ~b, ~ E A and by Lemma 2.2 we have G(z)/z ~ 0 
and F(z)/z ~: 0, z E U, hence ~, fit E H(U) and moreover ~, ~ E A. 
Differentiating the relation G(z) = A~,~(g)(z) we have 
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1~-~77c-~r zG'(z) + ~] 1 _ g~(z ) .  (3.2) C?(z) ,13 u,~, 13 + 
Since 
• (z) = z [ -~] ~, 
by differentiating this relation we obtain 
13z6'(z) z~'(z) 
~(  z ) + ")' =13 + " I -1+ ~(z----']- ' 
and replacing in (3.2) we deduce that 
(3.3) 
If we let 
(, = <~(~(z), z~'(z)). 
t ! 
then L(z; 1) = qa(z). Denoting L(z; t) = al (t)z +..., then 
OL(O;t)_ ( t - l~  t -1  
al(t)-- Oz , 1 + ~--'~,] (~li' (0) = 1 -t- 13 +-----~ 
hence lim lal(t)l = +c~, and because/3 + ,'/> 1 we obtain al(t) ¢ O, Vt >_ O. 
t---+ + oo 
In order to prove that L(z; t) is a subordination chain we will use Lemma 2.3. A 
simple computation shows that 
(3.4) Re z0-L---~/0t] =13+"/ - l+tRe  1+ ~--~-~J. 
Using the above relation together with the assumption/3 + ~, - 1 > 0 and ac- 
cording to Lemma 2.3, for proving that 
r OLlOzq 
Re [z0-27bS/0tj >o, Vz~U, vt_>o, 
we need to show that 
z~"(z)] 
(3.5) Re 1 + ~- - -~- j  > 0, z ~ u .  
z~"(z) 
Letting q(z) = 1 + ~ and by differentiating(3.3) we have 
( ) 1 [  ~'(z)+z~''(z)] 1 ~'(z) + ~ ~'(z)= 1 13+~ 
and then, by computing the logarithmieal derivative of the above equality, we 
deduce 
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(3.6) q(z) + 
q(z) +/3+7-  1 
From (3.1) we have 
Re [h(z) +/3  + 7 - 1] > 
zq'(z) zqa"(z) =l+- - -h (z ) .  
/3+7-1  >0,  zEU 
2 
and by using Lemma 2.5 we conclude that the differential equation (3.6) has a 
solution q E H(U),  with q(0) = h(0) = 1. 
Now we will use Lemma 2.4 to prove that, under our assumption, the in- 
equality (3.5) holds. Replacing in Lemma 2.4 /3 by /3= 1 and 7 by 
=/3 + 7 - 1, the conditions 3 = 1 > 0 and 3 + ~ =/3 + 7 > 0 are satisfied. 
Because/3 + 7 > 1, then 
(32~ -1  3 ) -  1 - ( /3+7)  a0 = max ; 2 
For the differential equat ion (3.6), by using Lemma 2.4 in the case 
1 - ( /3+7)  
2 ' 
Ot=O~ 0 - -  
we obtain that 
Re q(z) > /3+7 + 1 - ( /3+7) = 
2F2(1, /3+7+ 1 , /3+7+ 1;1/2) 
/3+7 /3+7 -~+I - (3+7)=1-~>0,  zEU,  
if/3 + 7 < 2, hence (3.5) holds. 
We proved that, if 1 </3 + 7 < 2, the inequality (3.5) is satisfied, then ac- 
cording to Lemma 2.3 the function L(z; t) is a subordination chain. 
Using (3.5) and the fact that • E A, we have that • is convex (univalent) in U, 
i.e. the differential equation 0(~(z), z~'(z)) = ~(z) has the univalent solution ~. 
Then, according to Lemma 2.6, we conclude that ~(z)--< ~b(z) implies 
• (z) --< ~P(z). Furthermore, since • is a univalent solution of the previous dif- 
ferential equation, it is the best subordinant of the given differential super- 
ordination, that completes the proof of the Theorem. [] 
If we combine this result together with Theorem 1 of [2], then we obtain the 
following differential sandwich-type theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Let/3, 7 E C with/3 # O, 1 </3 + 7 <- 2. Let f ,  gl, g2 E ~,-r, and 
for/3 # 1 suppose in addition that f ( z ) / z # O, gk ( z ) / z # O for z E U and k = 1,2. 
Suppose that the next two conditions are satisfied 
I z~'(z)] 1 - (/3 + 7) z E U, for k = 1,2, Re 1+7, , />  , 
~Lz) J 2 
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where 
~pk(z) = z [g---~] ~ 
and k = l , 2. ~ and z [ ~ ] 
Letf E Qfq,Tr~,,rsuchthatz~(~Zz )] A~,.r )(z) /~areunivalentfunctions 
in U. Then 
implies 
z z[g ] 
zE  .z 
Moreover, thefunctionsz[A/~,7~l)(z).] ~ [A/~,~2)(z)]/~ and z are respectively the 
best subordinant and the best dominant. 
Remark 3.1. Note that, for the case/3 = 1, a such kind of result was obtained in 
[7, Corollary 6.1], under the assumption that Re-~ > 0 and gh g2 are convex 
functions. 
Because the assumption of the Theorem 3.1, that the function z[A~,~)(z)l~r:,,n 
I. ~ d 
needs to be univalent in U, is not so easy to check, in the next result we will re- 
place this by another condition, which is more easy to be verified. 
Corollary 3.1. Let/3,,y E C with/3 ¢ O, 1 </3+ 7 < 2. Let f , g E 3~ ,~, and for 
/3 ~ 1 suppose in addition that f(z)/z ~ O, g(z)/z ~ O for z E U. Suppose that 
[ ,z~"(z)] 1- ( /3+7)  [g__~l ~ 
(3.7) Re 1 - - t -~ j  > 2 , zEU,  where ~(z)=z , 
and 
J (z )  1 (3.8) Re 1 + ¢'(z) J > 
If f E Q 71 f ~,7, then 
2 , zEU, where ~b(z)=z 
implies z[A~'7~)(z)]~-< z[A~'~)(z)] ~, 
and the function z[A~'7(-gz )(Z).]~ is the best subordinant. 
Proof. In order to prove this result we will use Theorem 3.1 and we need to 
show that the (3.8) implies the univalence of 
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z ~--~] a~V(z)= z[Aa,~(f)(z)] a. 
The condition (3.8) means that 
2 - ' 
i.e. ~b is a close-to-convex function in U (see [3]), hence ~b in univalent in U. 
If we denote by F = A~,7(.f ) and ~b(z) = z[f(z)/z] ~, then ~P(z) = z[F(z)/z] a. 
Fromf  E ~';~,~, then ~ E A and by Lemma 2.2 we have F(z)/z # 0, z E U, hence 
~v E H(U) and furthermore ~P E A. 
By differentiating the relation F(z) = Aa,. rOr)(z) we have 
; zF'(z) 1 1 - fa (z ) ,  
(3.9) F~(z) [~3 F--~-~ + 7j ~ + 7 
and since O(z) = z , by differentiating this relation we obtain 
~F'(z) ze'(z) ~ F--/~- +'~ = ~+' r -  1 + 
O(z----~" 
Replacing this last equality in (3.9) we deduce that 
zg'"(z) 
If we let q(z) = 1 + ~--~7-~--, then by differentiating (3.10) we have 
1 [~'(z) + ~"(~)], w'(~) = (1 ~ ~.;) ~'(z) + ~--j-~ 
and from the logarithmical derivative of the above equality we obtain 
zC"(z) 
zq'(z) = 1 + -  = h(z). (3.11) q(z) +q(z )  + j3+ 7 - 1 ~b'(z) 
From (3.8) we have 
Re[h(z) +f l+7-  1] >/3+7-  1 2 >0,  zEU 
and by using Lemma 2.5 we conclude that the differential equation (3.11) has a 
solution q E H(U), with q(0) = h(0) = 1. 
Next we will use Lemma 2.4 to prove that the function gr is convex (univalent) 
in U. I f  we replace in Lemma 2.4/3 by ~ = 1 and 7 by ~ = ~ + 3' - 1, then the 
conditions/~ = 1 > 0 and ~ + ~ =/~ + 7 > 0 are satisfied. 
Because 3 + 7 > 1, then 
- '  
ao = max ; - 2 
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Next, for the differential equation (3.11), we will use Lemma 2.4, in the case 
l - (;~ + ~) We obtain that q will satisfy the following inequality Ot ~ 0~0 ~'-~ 2 " 
f l+'~ 
Req(z) > ~F2(1,/3 + ' , /+  1,13 + q,+ 1; 1/2) ~- 1 - (13 + ~') = 
_/3 +-~ + 1 - (3 +'r)  = 1 - 3 +---~7 > o, z~U,  
2 2 - 
i f3+7 < 2, hence kv ~ K(1 - f l -2  -7) C_ K, i.e. ~ is convex (univalent)in U. 
Then, by applying Theorem 3.1 we obtain our result. [] 
For the case g(z) = ze ~ we may easily prove the next particular case of the 
Theorem 3.1. 
Coro l la ry  3.2. Let/7, ~ c C with/3 ~ O, 1 < 13 + ~/ ~ 2, and let A E C with 
/7+" /+ 5 - 7 (3+" /+ 1) 2 + 16 
IAI_ 
41~l 
Let f E Q M ~'~,~, such that z and z are univalent functions in 
U, and for ~ 7~ 1 suppose in addition that f (z)  ¢ O for z E U. Then 
Z 
ze~Z-<z~.(~)] implies z~+~-13+'7~ o~t~+~-'e~tdt-<z[f f -~] ~' 
where F = A~,.r(f). 
Proof. For g(z) = ze xz, A c C, we have g E ~,7  if and only if h(z) = Ai3z + 
B + 3' -< R~+e(z). A sufficient condition for g E jr~,7 is that [h(z) - (/3 + 7)1 < 
3 + "I' + 1, z ~ U, and this last condition is equivalent to 
(3.12) IA31 _</3+'I,+1. 
In order to use Theorem 3.1 for g(z) = ze Az, a simple calculus shows that 
~(z) = ze A~z, hence 
1 + z~"(z) _ 1 + A/3z -4 Aflz 
~'(z) 1 + ~3z" 
Next, we must determine the largest r = iA~] such that 
1 - (;~ + -~) vl¢l < r, 
Re~(~) > 2 ' 
where 
¢ 
• (¢) = 1 + ¢ + 1 +--~" 
Since the function • is analytic for IQ < 1, then it is necessary that r <_ 1, i.e. 
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(3.13) [A/31 < 1, 
and  because /3 + 7 > 0 we 
0 E [0, 2~r], then  
see that  (3.13) impl ies  (3.12). I f  we let (=  re i°, 
Re~(re  i°) = 2 + rcos  0 - 
A s imple computat ion  shows that  
1 - r  
and  
1 + rcos0  
r 2 + 2r cos 0 + 1 ' 
- -  = t(r), 0 E [0, 27r] Re ~(re  iO) > 2 - r 
f l+7+ 5-  / V ( f l+  7 + 1)2416 
t(r) > I - ( /3+ 7) <:¢, r < r. = E (0, 1), 
- -  2 - -  4 
i.e. [Aft[ < r, ,  which completes  the proo f  o f  the Corol lary.  [ ]  
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